Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Our nation is at war -Our Corps is at war -fighting a determined enemy bent on terror and domination. Make no mistake it is a war we must win! Success by the enemy will dramatically change the world, as we know it, leaving a harsh environment for our children and grandchildren to endure.
I don't need to tell you that over five years of deployments to the fight have put a strain on our Corps. Acknowledging that, and the necessity to win this struggle, the President has recently authorized the Marine Corps to grow. In a larger Marine Corps, we will need the leadership, savvy, and determination that experienced Marines like you provide. Now, more than ever, your Marine Corps needs you. These men and women are found in every corner of this nation, as well as every overseas territory.
They are from all classes and all races of society. As a result there are many challenges faced by today's recruiters;
Due to the numerous operational commitments exacerbated by the ongoing Global War on Terrorism, increased college attendance rates and declining target market population or CNIP (Civilian non-institutionalized population (18-24 years of age) all making this grueling task more difficult. 
8412
The Marine Corps will make this mission by leaning heavily on the (8412) "Career recruiters are superior recruiters who will serve to establish a cadre of professional recruiters with longterm assignments in key managerial billets to improve the management and effectiveness of the recruiting effort". The 8412 is used to working as the NCOIC of a sub-station.
Once in that station, the Marine will take ownership and set up systematic recruiting/ retention in order to accomplish his mission. Some of the required tasks identified by an 8412 that would be used in the retention mission are:
(a) Target the population in that unit, prioritizing which Marines need to be spoken to at the appropriate time. The CRS is sent to the same schoolhouse as the (8412) career recruiter in MCRD, San Diego, in order to hone his/her skills in "systematic career planning". During this time, the CRS will be introduced to topics such as target population 
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The perception amongst Marines is that the CRS just administers the paperwork for reenlistment.
The qualifications to become a career retention specialist do not even address a Marines ability to sell/ resell Marines.
To be a CRS, A Marine must be a Marine leader in good standing within his/her MOS, he/she must also have the appropriate obligation of service in order to move laterally to the 8421 MOS, upon successful completion of the seven-week school. forces. This will allow the experienced 8412 Marines to use their exemplary selling skills to resell the Marines instead of using the inexperienced career retention specialists to shape the Corps recruiting mission.
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